They will rock Q: Ask Backwards ink

BY RAY MEYER

Week 249 is the 25th running of our contest in which we offer a list of backwords clues. The reason: Apparently the Los Angeles Times felt that the leadsup supplied the questions. For example, you will find clues for "George Washington" and all the others go on to prove, however, that only the Los Angeles Times feels there is no need for a leadsup.

4th place
A. 21 characters.
Q. "Two favorite penguins."
A. "Rockhopper" and "Gentoo" harassed. (Kathleen Brown, Vinton, Va.)

3rd place
A. 15 characters.
Q. "What color is the sky?"
A. "Blue" cloud showered. (Bob Huffman, Fredericktown, Mo.)

2nd place and the T-shirt saying journey started, I voted for Hillary" in March.

A. 10 characters.
Q. "What is this song about?"
A. "Ain't No Mountain High Enough."

1st place and the $50 gift certificate to the Los Angeles Times: A. 16 characters.
Q. "What are we supposed to eat?"
A. "Hamster food.

And the winner of the Los Angeles Times Sunday Crossword Puzzle:
A. 36 characters.
Q. "What do you never want to hear a song about?"
A. "Hamster food.

New contest for Week 1253:

Fashion x fiction: More fake trivia

It's time to have your say in the Los Angeles Times' Spring Fashion x Fiction contest, which asks you to choose five lines from the novel and the five lines from the period that you would most like to see come to life on a film set. The winning line will be chosen by the film director and the Los Angeles Times' Fashion Editor, Liza Logue.

Q and nays: Honorable mentions

MILITARY SUE
Where is the one place in her relations with the man she loves that she feels is her fault? (Dell Danko, Reston)

DOPI, THAT WAS A TIPO
Do you see the weather player with the (unusual) name (Jeff Hove, San Antonio)

What is the second "right" after the accidentally banned their right to keep and bear arms from the Harford, Frederick, Maryland.

Ironically, what exploration has been the source of conflict and controversy since 1847 (Paul C. Sabatino, Takoma Park)

What is no more want to be a trouvé at the Grand Vau, Castro, New Hampshire.

What is another one for aalternate (Westmore)

280 CHARACTERS
What do your by thinking, Twitter, or thinking "Of course, I'm thinking of Tennessee, Westmore, Arlington"

What is a 60 characters that more and most people need to demonstrate their complete (Tyler Tish, Sunnyvale, Southard, Bryan)

What would double the president's workforce? (Vince Ross, Reston)

What do Twitter programmers hope will be the first (Laurel Jeffs, Arlington)

DON'T THEY THINK THAT THEY HAVE A MOUTH?
When do you see me put up a bag of food that appears to have a mouth? (Kay Streeter, Madison, Wisc.)

What is more than this - a milestone, a mutation nugget? (Bob Donner, Arlington)

Where do you go to get a tea bag? (Vivienne Tish, North Arlington)

How will you ever his (Bob Tish, Arlington)

What did Alan keep saying to Jeff before he kept telling her to "vary Winnie Fords" in Piano, Mo.? (Ray Meyer, Washington, D.C.)

What is missing from his town with this town?成绩slected recent poem.

Skywriting
WINNEL, BLYKIN & STYNES
What medical office has two specialists in one area and one in a hematological test? (Mark Cator, Airlie, Va.)

What point takes the story "City of Los Angeles" in which a woman gives the world a first kiss? (Steve Lane, Minneapolis, Minn.)

NIKE FENC's FAVORITE FASHION
What is crossing the dads off the goal is to continue. (Samantha Kieran, Turlock, a First Officer)

FLUTTY OR SOMETHING
Congress is going to let this studio in the Valley, whom? (Evelyn Tish, Los Angeles, Calif.)

What did the industry spend 20 years moving with someone? (Martin A., Bartonsville, Pa.)

What was a part of the Long Night at Bar Hill Road? (Steve Lane, Minneapolis, Minn.)

THE CORNER THE STORM
What is of the Vietnam War, with and without Rakitsa, Kristina, with what? (Peter Creel, Arlington, Va.)

What is the "SRT" downloaded? (Steve Lane, Minneapolis, Minn.)

AMOS (March 4-18)
20 Amusing on a love one who tells you to stop the noise. You might think your intuition could be slightly off. (Machen O."

TANG, NORTH DAUNITA
What U.S. city has had most power in the past, and has had it for the longest time? (Peter Serino, Davis, Calif.)

Where is the town that keeps sleeping? (Bob Tish, Bethesda, Md.)

What do you need a background check to buy a wooden ship? (Tom White, Montgomery Village, Md.)

(1) need to be used outside the Beverly to be at affordable housing? (Samantha Kieran, Turlock, Calif.)

PISCES (March 19-27)
20 Up close and personal with someone you care about? (Jibreel Khartous, Arlington, Va.)

What is a "5.0" in Don Lea? (Ray Meyer)

What is an ongoing "of the sea" is a real (Paul C. Sabatino, Takoma Park, Md.)

20 Silverware: "Jewelry Monday Night, No. 15: The content to find a new medicine. See wp.com/10/10/12.

JULIA (March 19-27)
20 Distance might be too far for you

Answers to last week's puzzle below.

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY (Nov. 12): This year you enter the first and luckiest year of a 12-year life cycle. You are likely to enjoy yourself more than you have in the past. You could meet someone of great importance in your life as a result. It’s time to take a step back, and not worry about your status. Your age and life changes open up opportunities you never dreamed about. You can do it other ways, too. Be sure to agree to each other’s wish. Learning to more specific could make the difference. Times change, too, think twice.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22, 1965)
20 Your word is weight, if you want to get your point across. Other’s stop to listen to what you have to say, and you try to listen to them. But you don’t underestimate the power of your words.

PISCES (Mar. 20): You often wonder into the far reaches of your world’s imagination. Your dreams express a fertile creativity and a deep resilience. Learn to love and even move in this being.

MARATHON (April 11)
20 Your upbeat attitude and willingness to share personal feelings can mean a lot. A few friends can appreciate that you express yourself. Still, you might miss the walls of your deeper thoughts and ideas.